THE SKÅLA CHALLENGE

- mountain hiking for the fit spectroscopist
Incredible
Countryside
Panorama Magnificent
Scenery

Some recommendations:
- Good physical condition required!
- Use sturdy (and waterproof) foodwear!
- Fill up water bottles before the snow!
- Bring something to eat!
- Don’t walk alone!
- Show respect to nature and weather!
- Weather conditions may change fast!
- …and always remember –
it’s not a shame to turn in time!
- Most important-enjoy the spectacular scenery!

Altitude:

1848 m

(snow from 1000 m)

Time up: 4-6 h
Time down: 2-3 h

The route:
Follow the road from Alexandra to Kjenndal/Bødalssæter for approx one kilometer, and
look for a narrow gravel road going up to the left.
Get ready for one of the hardest uphills in entire Norway! Approx. 1800m straight up.
Where the gravel road turns into a forest road (also signed Skåla) take the forest trail
(signed) that runs on the left-hand side of the Fossdøla creek. Perhaps your first break will
be at Tjugensæter, a small pasture on the other side of Fossdøla, at approx. 300m.
The trail continues in the north-east direction up through the forest, and alongside the
creek until you cross the creek on a bridge, somewhere around 650m,. Up the first hill,
where you pass the small lake Skålevatn (1142m). From this small lake, you have
Vesleskåla (1238m) on your right. From here, the peak looks substantial. Almost amazing
how insignificant this peak becomes, when you reach Skåla summit (up to your left).
Straight ahead is a pass that runs between Skåla and peak 1572m. Cairns lead the way up
to the pass, and the terrain is rather steep just before the pass.
At the pass, the route takes a sharp left turn and climbs north-east towards Skåla. This hill
is also rather strenuous. Do not go too far to the left, as the snow may be unsafe here.
Soon, you will have the Skålatånet DNT hut (The Norwegian Mountain Touring
Association) in view at 1843m.

(approx)

Skålatårnet was built in 1891, after initiative of
Dr. Kloumann, the district doctor. A large effort
was put into building a trail all the way to the top.
This involved making "stairs" in the rockier terrain.
The tower was meant to be a recovery facility for
people with tubercolosis. Although isolation might
have been a good idea at the time, the choice of
location is mind-boggling. The hut is today
operated by Bergen Turlag, in association with
DNT (The Norwegian Mountain Touring
Asscociation).
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